
Objectives:

1. Learn about the waste stream in the municipality where you live. i.e., learn 
what bins you have (e.g., recycling, landfill, organics) and what goes in each 
of them. 

2. Decrease your waste footprint and divert waste away from your landfill bin 
by procuring and using products that you can reuse or that go into the 
other bins, e.g. recycling.  

(Jan 19 –
Feb 15, 2022)



Location of participants

Beijing
Narragansett

Collingwood
LaSalle 
Mississauga
Toronto
Vaughan



Differences in Waste Management 
across participants

23 responses

What are the waste streams available in your neighbourhood?
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Waste Harmonization?... not so much!

90%

5%
5%

How does your city provide guidance on how to separate the 
recycling waste?

Product type (e.g. bag, egg carton, milk
carton)

Material type (e.g. only plastics with
recycling symbols 1 and 2 are recycled in
your municipality)

I don't know

23 responses



Waste Harmonization?... not so much!
(# of participants who can recycle items 

in their municipality)

2 out of 23

16 out of 23

14 out of 23

2 out of 23 12 out of 23



S U R V E Y
R E S U L T S

Survey results about waste 
behaviours and literacy



8 7 %
L E A R N E D  

S O M E T H I N G  
N E W

23 responses



What did participants learn?

Wooden 
chopsticks are 
not organic... 

used to do it in 
Vancouver

Learned about 
how trash is 

collected and 
recycled.

I wasn’t clear about the 
classification before, and I 
think I learned something 

about it

I learned the idea of 
waste stream and 

local services.

That my county has a waste 
wizard that is super easy to use! 
You can also suggest new items 

if they aren't listed. 

The fact that bread 
bags could go in the 

recycling

just because something is 
labelled compostable, my 

city might not have the 
facilities to compost it 

compostable 
plastic goes 
in garbage

Something that I think 
couldn't go to the recycles 

actually goes there

Diapers and sanitary napkins 
can be disposed of in the 

green bin; and their 
overwrap goes in the blue! 

I learned that paper 
towels, napkins, diapers, 

and feminine hygiene 
products can be placed 

in the green bin. 



Changes made throughout the Home Waste Audit

16 responses
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READ RACHEL SALT'S BOOKS! 

LEARNED HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN CLEANING OR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCT

TRIED AN ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT WITH ZERO PACKAGING 

WATCHED A WEBINAR OR DOCUMENTARY ABOUT WASTE

TRIED AN ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT WITH RECYCLABLE PACKAGING

UPCYCLED OR REUSED ITEMS THAT WOULD OTHERWISE GO TO WASTE 

SWAPPED A SINGLE-USE PLASTIC ITEM FOR A REUSABLE ALTERNATIVE 

REQUESTED LESS PLASTIC WITH ONLINE/TAKEOUT ORDERS

LEARNED HOW TO COOK SOMETHING FROM SCRATCH INSTEAD OF BUYING IT IN PACKAGING

TRIED AN ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT WITH LESS PACKAGING (E.G. BULK ITEMS)

THROWN ITEMS INTO THE RECYCLING BIN THAT YOU PREVIOUSLY WOULD HAVE PUT IN THE 
LANDFILL BIN

LOOKED FOR INFORMATION ON HOW TO DISPOSE YOUR WASTE PROPERLY

What changes did you make to your usual waste habits throughout the home 
waste audit?



Top four changes made throughout the 
Home Waste Audit

16 responses
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LEARNED HOW TO COOK SOMETHING FROM SCRATCH INSTEAD OF 
BUYING IT IN PACKAGING

TRIED AN ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT WITH LESS PACKAGING (E.G. BULK 
ITEMS)

THROWN ITEMS INTO THE RECYCLING BIN THAT YOU PREVIOUSLY 
WOULD HAVE PUT IN THE LANDFILL BIN

LOOKED FOR INFORMATION ON HOW TO DISPOSE YOUR WASTE 
PROPERLY

What changes did you make to your usual waste habits 
throughout the home waste audit?



E A S I E S T  C H A N G E S

16 Responses
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What was the easiest changes you made throughout the home waste 
audit?



Why were they simple changes? 

Buying items with less packaging, 
reusing and repurposing items, and 

remembering which bin to place 
items in were already things I did, 

though I put more effort into them 
after starting the waste audit.

Because the 
TO Waste 
app is so 

easy to use!

I am trying to keep my costs 
low in general, which means I 
avoid takeout, coffee or buying 
a lot of snacks that may have 
plastic in them. Also for similar 
reasons, I try to reuse a lot of 
things that I have both for 
environmental, but also cost-
based reasons.

Making more food items/dishes at 
home, rather than buying - still waste 

from some packaging but 
significantly less than processed 

versions.

I can make 
the 

changes all 
by myself

Once you are conscious of the 
packaging, it's impossible to un-see 

it! We are now always trying to 
reduce waste where possible and 

think twice before consuming 
something.

So being aware of the 
materials and their 
recyclability made 

making choices easier.

Almost impossible to avoid 
food packaging altogether, 

but have significantly 
reduced it in some areas. 

Stopped buying food 
products that are more 

packaged and switching to 
plastic-free and recyclable 

options when available. 

Asking for no single-use 
cutlery at a restaurant or 

buying a product with less 
packaging are low-effort 

options.

It was easy to 
refuse plastic 

grocery bags and 
takeout utensil, 
once I got into 

the habit!



The most difficult change made 
throughout the Home Waste Audit

16 responses
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 Reusing and repurposing items

 Buying items packaged in recyclable materials

 Remembering which bin to place items in

 Buying items with less packaging

Avoiding single use plastics

 Buying items with no packaging

What was the most difficult changes you made throughout the 
home waste audit?



For certain items buying them with no 
packaging is more possible (like fruits 

and vegetables, or bread) but for others 
like meat or seasonings/sauces, I found 

it very difficult to avoid plastic 
packaging.

Why were they the most difficult changes?
The 
supermarket I 
go to has heavy 
packaging

When I went to restaurants, especially for 
the first time, I wouldn't know what kind of 

packaging the food would come in if not on 
a plate - this was an issue even eating 

inside, not takeaway, I guess they do it to 
reduce washing time. 

It is difficult to find items 
that I need or prefer that 

don't use plastic packaging. 
For example, I have tried 

many reduced plastic 
toothbrushes but the 

bristles are too hard on my 
receding gums. 

It's difficult to find 
cost-friendly 

alternatives to food 
items that may be 

packaged in plastic. 

Everything concerning my 
grocery shopping & spending 

habits was hard for me. I 
budget myself a lot, so my 
habit is to just choose the 

cheapest option, regardless 
of the packaging. Single-Use plastics seem to 

be everywhere, as does 
packaging (especially during 

the pandemic when we order 
online so frequently)

Many essential items require plastic 
and/or other packaging and especially 

with COVID-19, plastics are very 
overused.

As a upper year grad student I feel like I 
need to prioritize saving money for my 

future and I end up buying standard 
packaged goods even though I know there 

are better options in terms of sustainability. 
For example, I would like to buy bulk 

laundry soap instead of drugstore one, but 
it's twice as expensive, and if such expenses 

keep piling up, I am afraid that it would 
significantly impact my savings over time. 



Where participants found tips to reduce waste
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Number of Participants

Where did you find tips for reducing your waste?

16 responses



Favourite waste reduction tip

I enjoyed learning 
about how to 
make my own 

cleaning materials!

Compare price per unit for products -
low waste alternatives may be cheaper 
than you think! Buy products from small 
scale or local producers - more likely to 

take packaging back and reuse it. So 
much more!

Buying snacks and baking 
ingredients from bulk 

barn! Even though it's not 
as convenient as closer 
grocery stores, it's worth 

the trip.

Sorting through my trash and recycle one 
by one actually helped me to compost 

more - since I was less lazy about putting 
my tissues in the compost! So less of a tip 

and more of a process-based learning 
experience

Not sure if this counts but 
simply making coffee at 

home and cooking in bulk at 
home rather than buying 

single meals/coffee every 
day. 

Apparently you 
can make your 

own potato chips 
in the 

microwave!

We bought a reusable k-cup that we can 
fill with our own coffee grounds. Next up, 

we want to start buying more "kitchen 
basics" in bulk using our own containers. 

TO waste 
app

that glass bottles/jars 
can be recycled 

(although I mostly try 
to reuse)

not everything that's 
labelled compostable 

is compostable by 
your city.

Think more before buying clothes and 
other things online, I usually wait a day 
or two and think over how many times 

I will wear/use the item, and then 
decide if I should shop in person or 
online which can usually save waste 

from delivery packaging.
We also started 
using a soda stream 
and drastically 
reduced the number 
of cans in our 
recycling.



W A S T E  
A U D I T  D A T A  

Results showing our self-reported 
waste habits over the last four 
weeks



How many items of trash (recycling and landfill) do you think 
your household produces in one week? (pre-audit question)



How many items of trash did you really throw away in one week?

Survey Responses Waste Audit Data

27%

13%

27%

33%

Most participants underestimated their weekly waste



Average waste per household decreased 
consistently throughout the audit
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16,600 LESS ITEMS 
GOING TO LANDFILL

If we continued our efforts in week 4 
throughout 1 year, this would result in 

16 households reporting



Our individual waste habits are all different!
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Landfill waste by material type
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Most common plastic items in Landfill Waste
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Most common mixed materials in Landfill Waste
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Recycling waste by material type
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Most common paper items in Recycling Waste
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Most common plastic items in Recycling Waste
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www.rochmanlab.wordpress.com/2022/28/hwa

Home Waste Audits in Action!

http://www.rochmanlab.wordpress.com/2022/28/hwa


Waste reduction doesn’t have to stop here…
https://uofttrashteam.ca/wastereduction/

https://uofttrashteam.ca/wastereduction/


In summary:
• Participants felt like they learned something new!
• Waste streams are diverse, even among neighbouring cities.
• Learning the waste streams and avoiding single-use plastic was 

simple; buying products with no packaging was tough.
• Overall, participants decreased both their landfill and recycling waste 

throughout the 4-week audit!
• Throughout the audit, the most common item in landfill waste was 

soft plastic packaging, and the most common item in recycling waste 
was scrap paper. 


